Three-dimensional structure of bovine NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase of the mitochondrial respiratory chain.
We have studied the structure of bovine heart mitochondrial NADH:ubiquinone (Q) oxidoreductase (EC 1.6.99.3) by image analysis of electron micrographs. A three-dimensional reconstruction was calculated from a tilt-series of a two-dimensional crystal of the molecule. Our interpretation of the position of the molecule in the unit cell of the crystal is supported by additional (low-resolution) analysis of images of single molecules. The three-dimensional reconstruction was calculated with the aid of an iterative real-space reconstruction algorithm. The various projections used as input to the algorithm were obtained by averaging the images of the tilted crystal through a Fourier-space peak-filtering procedure. The reconstructed unit cell measures 15.2 X 15.2 nm in the plane of the two-dimensional crystal and has a height of 10-11 nm. The unit cell contains one molecule consisting of four large subunits. At the present resolution of about 1.3 nm in the untilted projection, these four monomers are seen as two dimers related by a two-fold axis. Two views of the single particles have been recognized; they are the top and side view of the building block of the crystal. After computer image alignment and correspondence analysis, clusters of similar particles have been averaged. In the averages an uneven stain distribution is seen around the molecules, which may result from preferential staining of hydrophilic parts of the molecule. The molecular mass of the whole molecule was determined from scanning transmission electron microscopy measurements as (1.6 +/- 0.2) X 10(6) daltons.